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Abstract: This paper is a study of parallel clustering algorithm K-means. Firstly, the design idea of 
K-means clustering algorithm on a single computer is introduced. Secondly, the design idea of 
K-means clustering algorithm in cluster environment is elaborated in detail. When K-means 
clustering algorithm is faced with massive data, the complexity of time and space has become the 
bottleneck of K-means clustering algorithm. On the basis of fully studying the traditional K-Means 
clustering algorithm, this paper presents the design idea of parallel K-Means clustering algorithm, 
and gives the estimation formula of its acceleration ratio. The correctness and validity of the 
algorithm are proved by experiments. 

1. Introduction 
Data Mining, also known as Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD), is a process of extracting 

unknown and potentially valuable information or patterns from a large number of incomplete, noisy, 
fuzzy and random data. With the rapid development of computer technology and the popularization 
of network, people have more opportunities to use convenient methods to exchange information 
with the outside world. However, the influx of data increases the difficulty of obtaining useful 
information. How to obtain valuable information from a large number of data has brought 
difficulties to the implementation of data mining system. Because of the high complexity of 
processing these data, the computing power of the system is difficult to meet the requirements. At 
this time, the limited computing resources provided by traditional single server often can not meet 
the requirements, and large-scale parallel computing needs to be realized by means of distributed 
computing technology. Clustering is an important technology in data mining and an effective means 
to analyze data and find useful information from it. Based on the idea of clustering, it grouped data 
objects into several kinds or clusters, which made the objects in the same cluster have high 
similarity, but the objects in different clusters differ greatly. Through clustering, people can identify 
dense and sparse regions, and find interesting relationships between global distribution patterns and 
data attributes. K-means is a basic partition method in clustering analysis. Square error and criterion 
function are often used as clustering criteria. So we use the distributed clustering method based on 
HADOOP to improve the efficiency of clustering. 

2. Clustering Algorithms 
Clustering is a process of dividing a data set into subsets and making the data objects in the same 

set have high similarity, while the data objects in different sets are not similar. The similarity or 
dissimilarity measure is based on the value of describing attributes of data objects, which is usually 
described by the distance between clusters. The basic guiding principle of clustering analysis is to 
maximize the similarity of objects in classes and minimize the similarity of objects between classes. 

Clustering is different from classification. In the classification model, there are sample data 
whose class labels are known. The purpose of classification is to extract classification rules from the 
training sample set for class identification of objects whose class labels are unknown. In clustering, 
it is necessary to divide all data objects into clusters according to some measure without knowing 
the information about the classes of the target data in advance. Therefore, cluster analysis is also 
called unsupervised learning. 

The purpose of clustering algorithm is to obtain the most essential "class" properties that can 
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reflect these sample points in N-dimensional space. This step does not involve domain experts, it 
does not consider any domain knowledge except the set of knowledge, does not consider the 
specific meaning of feature variables in its domain, only considers it as a one-dimensional feature 
space. 

The selection of clustering algorithm depends on the type of data, the purpose and application of 
clustering. Generally, clustering algorithms can be divided into the following categories: 

(1) partitioning method: Given the number of partitions to be constructed k, the partitioning 
method first creates an initial partition. Then an iterative relocation technique is used to improve the 
partition by moving objects between partitions. At present, K-means algorithm and K-medoids 
algorithm are two popular heuristic partitioning methods. 

(2) Hierarchical method: decompose a given set of data objects hierarchically. BIRCH, CUREIN 
and CHAMELEON are typical hierarchical clustering algorithms. 

(3) Density-based method: Distance-based clustering can only find spherical clusters, but it is 
difficult to find clusters with arbitrary shapes. For this reason, density-based clustering is proposed, 
which can be used to filter noise data and find clusters with arbitrary shapes. DBSCAN, OPTICS 
and CLIQUE are three representative methods. 

(4) Model-based method: Assuming a model for each cluster to find the best fit of data to a given 
model, the model-based algorithm can locate clustering by constructing a density function reflecting 
the spatial distribution of data points, or automatically determine the number of clustering based on 
standard statistics. 

(5) Grid-based method: The grid-based method quantifies the object space into a finite number of 
cells to form a grid structure on which all clustering operations are performed. 

3. Hadoop Platform 
Hadoop is a distributed infrastructure developed by the Apache Foundation. Users can develop 

distributed programs without knowing the details of the distributed infrastructure. Make full use of 
the power of the cluster for high-speed computing and storage. Hadoop implements a distributed 
file system (HDFS). HDFS has high fault tolerance and is designed to be deployed on low-cost 
hardware. And it provides high throughput to access application data, which is suitable for 
applications with large data sets. HDFS relaxes POSIX requirements to allow streaming access to 
data in the file system. 

Hadoop has many elements. At its bottom is the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), which 
stores files on all storage nodes in the Hadoop cluster. The upper layer MapReduce engine of HDFS 
consists of JobTrackers and TaskTrackers. 

MapReduce is an efficient distributed programming model and an implementation method for 
processing and generating large-scale data sets, MapReduce computing. 

The workflow of each stage of the model is as follows: 
(1) Input: An application based on MapReduce framework of Hadoop platform usually needs a 

pair of Map and Reduce functions provided by implementing appropriate interfaces or abstract 
classes, which should also specify the location of input and output and some other running 
parameters. At this stage, the large data files in the input directory will be divided into several 
independent data blocks. 

(2) Map: MapReduce framework regards application input as a set of < Key, value > key-value 
pairs. At Map stage, the framework calls user-defined Map functions to process each < Key, value > 
key-value pair and generates a new set of intermediate < Key, value > key-value pairs. The types of 
these two groups of key-value pairs may be different. 

(3) Shuffle: In order to ensure that the input of Reduce is the ordered output of Map, in the 
Shuffle phase, the framework obtains < Key, value > key pairs for each Reduce through HTTP, and 
the MapRedus framework groups the input of Reduce phase according to the Key value, because 
the output of different Maps may have the same Key. 

(4) Reduce: In this stage, the intermediate data is traversed to execute user-defined Reduce 
function input parameter of < Key, {list of value}> for each unique Key, and the output is a new < 
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Key, value > key-value pair. 
(5) Output: This stage completes a typical MapReduce process by writing the results of Reduce 

output to the location specified in the output directory. 

4. Analysis of K-means Clustering Algorithms 
MacQue, a K-means algorithm proposed in 1967, is a classical clustering algorithm widely used 

in scientific research and industrial applications. The core idea of K-means algorithm is to divide n 
data objects into K clusters so as to minimize the sum of squares from data points in each cluster to 
the cluster center. 

Input: Number of clustering k, data set containing N data objects. 
Output: K clusters. 
(1) Select K objects arbitrarily from N data objects as the initial clustering center. 
(2) Calculate the distance from each object to each cluster center, and assign the object to the 

nearest cluster. 
(3) After all objects are allocated, the centers of K clusters are recalculated. 
(4) Compared with the K clustering centers calculated previously, if the clustering centers 

change, turn (2) or turn (5). 
(5) Output clustering results. 

 
Fig.1 The workflow of the K-means algorithm 

The workflow of the K-means algorithm is shown in Figure 1. 
Firstly, K objects are randomly selected from N data objects as initial clustering centers, while 

the remaining objects are assigned to the most similar clusters (represented by clustering centers) 
according to their similarities (distances) with these clustering centers. Then the cluster centers of 
each new cluster (the mean values of all objects in the cluster) are calculated. Repeat this process 
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until the standard measure function begins to converge. Generally, Euclidean distance is calculated. 
The concrete calculation formula (formula 1) is as follows: 

2 2 2 2
( , ) 1 1 2 2 3 3( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i j i j i j i j in jnd x x x x x x x x= − + − + − + + −

    (1) 
The advantage of K-means algorithm is that it can deal with large data sets. K-means algorithm 

is relatively scalable and efficient, because its computational complexity is O (n K t), where n is the 
number of objects, K is the number of clusters, t is the number of iterations, usually T < n, K < n, so 
its complexity is usually expressed in O (n). 

Next, a group of two-dimensional data is taken as an example to illustrate the clustering process 
of K-means. 

Table 1 Two-dimensional data 
 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 
x 1 2 2 3 9 10 10 11 15 16 16 
y 2 2 5 3 14 13 15 16 6 5 8 

The spatial distribution is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Data distribution 

Enter k = 3, KL = x1, K2 = x2, K3 = x3. 
At the beginning of the algorithm, the first three data are selected as the initial clustering centers, 

and the clustering after one iteration is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 First iteration 

After repeated iterations, the final optimal clustering results are shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 Clustering results 

In addition, K-means algorithm does not depend on order. Given an initial class distribution, 
regardless of the order of sample points, the generated data classification is the same. 

Based on large-scale data operation, it is obvious that K-means on a single computer can not 
satisfy the data clustering processing, and the continuous iteration will test the operation time. In 
this paper, K-means is parallelized, which makes the operation time greatly reduced. Here, K-means 
is discussed. 

5. Summary 
The data in this paper run on a single computer. We use Weka as the experimental platform. The 

full name of Weka is Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis. It is a free, non-commercial 
(corresponding to SPSS's commercial data mining product, Clementine), open source machine 
learning and data based on JAVA environment. Data Mining software. The experimental data are the 
same as the theoretical data. Parallel platform data we use virtual machine technology, virtual two 
computers equipped with Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4. 
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